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085 Dagbani 085 Dagbam 085 Dagbani

085 01 p

085 02 b

085 03 *

085 04 d
tr-flap] 60

085 05 k30

085 06 g30

I gamma] 61

(alio, free)
I gamma-uvularl 6

1

(alio, free)
txJ 62

085 07 k/p
It/pl 63

085 08 s/b
[d/bl 63

085 09 t/s-hacek

085 10 d/z-hacek

085 11 f

085 12 v

085 13 s3 '

14 z32

*iz-hacekJ

15 s-hacek31

(restricted, alio)
*/s/

16 z-hacek32

(restricted, alio)
*/z/

17 m

18 n

19 n-palatal 33

20 eng30

21 eng/m
[n/m] 63 65

(free)

22 1

*ts-hacekJ
Chi

Gt*

51 |01.

52 i-long

53 e-long

54 yod/epsl Ion31*

lyod/ashl 66

lyod/al 67

tyod/e-dotl 68

tepsl lonl 69

te-dotl 68

55 schwa35

56 a

57 a-long

58 u

59 u-long

60 o-long

61 w/o-open31*

Iw/a) 70

I o-open) 7

1

62 yod

63 w

81 high

82 low

085

085

085

085

085

085

085

085

085

$a Dagbani $b Eastern $d Gur $e Ghana $f 400,000 $g Merritt Ruhlen $g Jim Lorentz ( review) $g
John Crothers (editor)

$a Wilson, W. A. A. and J. T. Bendor-Samuel $b 1969 $c The Phonology of the Nominal in Dagbani
$d Linguistics 52.56-82

$a ACCENT $A no data

$a LABIALIZED CONSONANTS ( NON-DISTINCTIVE ) $A All consonants except /s-hacek, z-hacek/ and the
labiovelars have some degree of labialization before /u, u-long, o-long/. The authors describe
this as anticipatory lip rounding without any twl element. Before /w/o-open/ they identify
labialization with the Km] . When this part of the diphthong is lost after alveolars and nasals
these consonants take on "strong lip rounding. " (p.60ff ) tJHC]

$a MORPHEME STRUCTURE $A "A high proportion of the nominals" are monosyllabic, (p. 57)

$a MORPHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF HORDS $A "Nominals consist basically of a stem and a suffix,"
(p. 64)

$a PALATALIZED CONSONANTS (NON-DISTINCTIVE) $A All consonants except the velars, the palatals,
and /s/ have some degree of palatalization before /i , 1-long, e-longA The authors say that
this, is just lip spreading before /i/, and a brief tyodl before /e-long/. Before /yod/epsi Ion/
they identify the palatalization with the glide element. (p.60ff) tJHC]

$a SYLLABLE $A (C)V(V)(C) $A This formula is based on the analysis of monosyllabic stems
(p.65ff, p. 73); there is no data to suggest that more complex syllables occur elsewhere. The
initial C includes labiovelars analyzed as units. The V(V) includes long vowels and the
diphthongs /yod/epsi Ion/ and /w/o-open/.

$a TONE $A domain of tone: syllable $A The source article has no description of tone. According
to Bendor Samuel (in Current Trends in Linguistics, vol.7, p. 156) Dagbani has "a two-tone
terraced-level or downstep system." No details are available.
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085 01 $A "MI is much less close when it ends a polysyllabic word than it is elsewhere." (p. 59)

085 30 $A "The velars /k, g> eng/ do not occur before front vowels or /yod/," (p. 58)

085 31 $A "Is) and ts-hacek) are almost in complementary distribution. In general Is-hacekl occurs
only before front vowels, and ts) only before nonfront vowels. The syllables ts.i] and
ts-hacek.a) however both occur." (p. 58)

085 32 $A tz) and tz-hacekl are in complementary distribution for some speakers, with Iz-hacekJ
occurring only before front vowels. For other speakers, however, lz) and [z-hacekJ contrast
before /a/ "in certain words." (p. 59)

085 33 $A /n-palatal/ contrasts with the sequence /n/ + /yod/, (p. 58)

085 3!
* $A The analysis of /yod/epsi Ion/ and /w/o-open/ given here is essentially the analysis

presented by Wilson and Bendor-Samuel as "morphophonemi c" (p,71f ) except that the phonemes have
been identified here by their primary phonetic realization, which is diphthongal. The authors
do not regard this as a possible phonemic solution, since it leads to partial overlap, two of
the allophones, lyod/a) and [w/aJ being phonetically identical with realizations of /yod.a/ and
/w.a/ respectively, even though the two occur in distinct environments. tJHC)

085 35 $A "The distribution of /schwa/ is different from that of the other vowel phonemes, in that it
is not found as a morpheme final, and is never long." tp. 60) The phonemic status of [schwa] is
questionable, tschwal is in complementary distribution with MJ before velars, and alternates
with Ml when in non-pause position in "numerous CV type particles and pronouns." Since it
occurs as a transitional (anaptyctic) vowel between consonants in some positions (to avoid
unacceptable CC clusters), its presence in stems between consonants might also be analyzed as
simply transitional in nature, (p. 60) tJLl

085 60 $A /d/ is realized as tr-flap] "after vowels and before /b/i /g/ and /s/." (p. 58)

085 61 $A "After short vowels. .. t/g/1 varies freely from a velar to a uvular fricative, sometimes even
giving way to a [glottal stop)." (p. 58, text and footnote 8)

085 62 $A /g/ is realized as txl "after short vowels .. .before voiceless consonants." (p. 58)

085 63 $A "The labialvelars /k/p, g/b, eng/m/ have allophones [t/p, d/b, n/m) before front vowels and
/yod/." (p. 58)

085 $A /s/ is realized as [hi "after short vowels," (p. 58) (In one particle, Ik.a.s.U "pure," th)
is in free variation with tsl . (p. 58, n.9))

085 65 $A "tn/m) is a free variant of teng/ml , occurring only where stated." (p. 58)

085 66 $A /yod/epsilon/ is realized as tyod/ashl "before th.il." (p. 59)

085 67 $A /yod/epsilon/ is realized as tyod/al before [gamma. u) or /eng/.

085 68 $A /yod/epsilon/ is realized as tyod/e-dotl before /l, m, eng/ plus /a/.

085 69 $A The initial glide of /yod/epsilon/ is lost after palatal consonants and /w/. An allophone
tash) without onglide is not attested in the examples,

085 70 $A /w/o-open/ is realized as tw/a) before Ch.i).

085 71 $A After alveolars and nasals the initial glide of /w/o-open/ is lost. (However, these
consonants are strongly labialized before to-open), (p. 62))


